WHAT’S NEW
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Bozeman
Public Library

APRIL 2011

Fiction

Lyrics Alley.
Good Enough to Eat.
If Wishes were Horses.
The New Yorker.
Simply from Scratch.
Minding Frankie.
When the Killing’s Done.
Separate Beds.
Summertime.
Open City.
An Act of Treason.
The Jungle.
Santa in Montana.
Three Stages of Amazement.
The Lake of Dreams.
Dark Prince.
A Discovery of Witches.
Witches on the Road Tonight.
Mr. Chartwell.
Khan.
Blood Trinity.
Queen Hereafter.
600 Hours of Edward.
Emily and Einstein.
1022 Evergreen Place.
The Poet Prince.
Whisper My Name.
Austin.
Popular Hits of the Showa Era.
Tick Tock.
Gideon’s Sword.
Secrets & Sunsets.
Caribou Island.
Satori.

Leila Aboulela
Stacey Ballis
Robert Barclay
Ann Beattie
Alicia Bessette
Maeve Binchy
T. Coraghessan Boyle
Elizabeth Buchan
J.M. Coetzee
Teju Cole
Jack Coughlin
Clive Cussler
Janet Dailey
Carol Edgarian
Kim Edwards
Christine Feehan
Deborah Harkness
Sherrilyn Kenyon
Susan Fraser King
Craig Lancaster
Linda Francis Lee
Debbie Macomber
Kathleen McGowan
Fern Michaels
Linda Lael Miller
Ryu Murakami
James Patterson
Douglas Preston
Nora Roberts
David Vann
Don Winslow

Science Fiction

River Marked.
Blackveil.
Blameless.
Pale Demon.
The Morning Star.
Vortex.
Shadowheart.

Patricia Briggs
Kristen Britain
Karin Qarriger
Kim Harrison
André Schwarz-Bart
Troy Denning
Tad Williams

Large Type

958.1047 Horse Soldiers.
BIO WASHINGTON Washington. R. Chernow
The Glass Rainbow.
Dead or Alive.
The Hunger Games.
Catching Fire.
Mockingjay.
Port Mortuary.
Lost Empire.
Lavender Morning.
Work Song.
Still Life.
Juliet, Naked.
Far Bright Star.
Call Me Irresistible.

Doug Stanton
James Lee Burke
Tom Clancy
Suzanne Collins
Suzanne Collins
Suzanne Collins
Patricia Cornwell
Clive Cussler
Jude Deveraux
Ivan Doig
Joy Fielding
Nick Hornby
Robert Olmstead
Susan E. Phillips

Nonfiction

005.369 Using Microsoft Publisher 2010.
B. Posey
006.78 Microsoft Expression Web 2.
Donna L. Baker
133.3242 The Tarot Revealed.
Paul Fenton-Smith
930.1 Finders Keepers. Craig Childs
938 Ancient Greece. Furio Durando
940.53 303 Squadron. Arkady Fiedler
940.542 Hell for Honshu. Larry Nelson
940.547252 The Forgotten Highlander. A. Urquhart
942.02 Queens Consort. Lisa Hilton
943.36 On Hitler's Mountain. Irmgard A. Hunt
944.3610816 And the Show Went On. Alan Riding
951.055 Mao's Great Famine. Frank Dikotter
956.7044 The Junior Officers' Reading Club. P. Hennessey
956.7044 None Of Us Were Like This Before. J. Phillips
973.71 Mr. Lincoln Goes to War. William Marvel
978.02 Best of the West. Bill O'Neal
979.1004 Yellow Dirt. Judy Pasternak
981.1 The River Sea. Marshall De Bruhl
996.9 Unfamiliar Fishes. Sarah Vowell

Biography
BROWN Against All Odds. Scott Brown
CAINE The Elephant to Hollywood. Michael Caine
DRUMMOND The Pioneer Woman. Ree Drummond
JERICHO Undisputed. Chris Jericho
MANTLE The Last Boy: Mickey Mantle. Jane Leavy
OATES A Widow's Story. Joyce Carol Oates
RUMSFELD Known and Unknown. D. Rumsfeld

Books-on-Tape
The Second Time Around. Mary Higgins Clark
Triple. Ken Follett
Kill the Messenger. Tami Hoag
The Book of Guys. Garrison Keillor
Orchard Valley. Debbie Macomber
Hush Money. Robert B. Parker
Fleshmarket Alley. Ian Rankin
Tell Me Your Dreams. Sidney Sheldon

CD (Book)
320.513 Guilty. Ann Coulter
320.52 A Simple Government. Mike Huckabee
530.12 The Hidden Reality. Brian Greene
918.11046 The Lost City of Z. David Grann
940.547252 Unbroken. Laura Hillenbrand
973.3 Glenn Beck's Common Sense. Glenn Beck
974.75 The Perfect Storm. Sebastian Junger
Winter Study. Nevada Barr
The Lake of Dreams. Kim Edwards
Full Speed. Janet Evanovich
The Rocky Road to Romance. Janet Evanovich
Devil's Food Cake Murder. Joanne Fluke
Love You More. Lisa Gardner
Secrets to the Grave. Tami Hoag
The Lovely Bones. Alice Sebold
The Red Pony. John Steinbeck
The Island of Dr. Moreau. H.G. Wells
The Age of Innocence. Edith Wharton
Hot Mahogany. Stuart Woods
Loitering with Intent. Stuart Woods

Playaway
Side Jobs. Jim Butcher
The Cobra. Frederick Forsyth
Full Dark, No Stars. Stephen King
I'd Know You Anywhere. Laura Lippman
The Charming Quirks of Others. A. McCall Smith

DVD
370.973 Waiting for "Superman."
520 Understanding the Universe.
551.1 The Great Rift.
591.38 The Incredible Human Journey.
599 The Life of Mammals.
618.928589 A.D.D. & Loving It?
786.95 Kalani’s Ultimate Bongo Jam.
822.33 Love's Labour's Lost.
914 Best of Europe.
All the Pretty Horses.
Birdman of Alcatraz.
Bull Durham.
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari.
Cache.
Comanche Moon.
The Endless Summer.
The Exorcist.
Ferris Bueller's Day Off.
Flashdance.
The Girl who Kicked the Hornet's Nest.
Gods and Generals.
A History of Violence.
In Bruges.
Indiscreet.
Jackie Brown.
Judgment at Nuremberg.
Lust for Life.
The Man who Knew too Much.
The Man who Would be King.
A Mighty Heart.
Million Dollar Baby.
The Missouri Breaks.
Night of the Living Dead.
O Brother, Where Art Thou?
Once.
Padre Pio.
Planes, Trains and Automobiles.
Raising Arizona.
Reservoir Dogs.
Saving Private Ryan.
The Sea Inside.
Seabiscuit.
The Shawshank Redemption.
Sherlock Holmes.
The Sixth Sense.
Star Trek.
Stargate.
The Story of the Weeping Camel.
Syriana.
Tootsie.
Triplets of Belleville.
The Wicker Man.
You don’t Know Jack.
Young Frankenstein.